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“It’s all about people. With amazing clients like you,
we are constantly hearing feedback about all the
reasons you love KOPYR. While we never get tired
of hearing about it, we thought it was our turn to
return the favor. So here it is! We love you because
you push us to be better. We will never tire of
servicing you and being obsessed about your
needs. We love you because you teach us
something every day and you make Monday’s
the highlight of our week!”
- KOPYR Marketing Team
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KOPYR CARES

Encourage responsible use of company resources.

Track printing and associated costs by individual user, office,
or department.
KOPYR Care includes all inclusive package either
cost-per-page or copy block. We will provide all toners,
drums, and other consumables you need for your
device. In addition, all labour and parts are also
included in this plan.

Output monitored and reported or charged back on a
per-document, per-user, per-client, or per-department basis.

Actively manage the print process with filters, routing and
redirection. To the most cost-effective printer for the job.

Print monitoring reports allow you to analyze and audit
printer usage.

Educate workers and create an environmentally aware
workplace that focuses on productivity.

Web/Mobile Printing.
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Business Solutions

Technical Support & Repairs
Our competent, certified technicians
offer a reliable assessment and convenient
maintenance of your equipment.

Managed Print Services

BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS

Our proactive management solutions
reduce your printing costs for optimal
management of your print fleet.

24/7 Service
We are the leaders in print technologies and digitial
business solutions. We offer customized services for
both SMEs and multinational enterprises that
simplifies your life at every stage. From installation,
technical support and ongoing performance analysis,
we take the lead to ensure optiminum performance
throughout the entire document life cycle.

The KOPYR experience involves
centralized, transparent and automated
support through efficient technological
tools made available to clients 24/7.
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Your Service Cycle

1

Whether you’re an existing customer
or a company that is interested in our
services, you can set up a meeting with
one of our KOPYR experts. We can help
find the right equipment for all your
business needs.

Business Solutions
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Return or decommission used machines
is easy. Contact us and we will be there
next business day to pick them up.
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We provide a 24/7 service and we can
respond to over half of our service calls
in less than 1 hour. This means we reduce
down time and keep your office happy!
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Technology is never flawless and that is
why we are there to give you advice on
how to lower your costs and and
maximize profitability.
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We resolve 90% of service calls during
3
the first visit. This means your equipment
gets back up and running to full
production quickly and efficiently.

We have supplies monitoring software
available free of charge. An email alert
send to your preferred email address(es)
when supply reaches certain threshold(s).
Your machine will never run out of supply
as long as monitoring software is active.
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Without the need to support printers
and copiers, your IT department will have
more time to focus on building a
competitive advantage.

Our KOPYR Care package can be tailored
to your needs. Either cost-per-page or
copy block. An all inclusive package
includes all required toners, drums, and
other consumables. As well as parts and
labour. You only pay for what you need
with our KOPYR Care package.
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Business Solutions

Our Technology
Partners

Many companies have embraced 3D printing. Others
have plans to introduce the technology to replace
traditional subtractive manufacturing. As a matter of
fact, recent research shows that over 70%
manufacturers have now adopted some form of
3D printing.

Equipment resellers and end users
representing dealer principals, sales
representatives, IT managers and business
buyers around the world participated in the
BERTL Readers’ Choice survey to offer their
perspective of the most outstanding
manufacturers.

RISO strives to create fundamentally unique
new technologies in paper-based
communication through an approach that
emphasizes productivity, cost containment,
and versatility.
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Remote AI + IT Services

Work From Home
We help your company transition to remote
work by helping you find the right tools to
stay productive and connected.

Complete Cybersecurity

REMOTE AI
+ IT SERVICES

We offer day-to-day resilience as well as a
proactive, pragmatic, and strategic
approach that considers risk and
security from the onset. IoT (Internet of
Things) enambled devices are especially
vunerable and our processes reduce risks.

Smarter Automation
With “business as usual” no longer possible
post-automation, leaders must navigate risks
unrelated to algorithms, such as maintaining
employee morale, building support for change and
helping teams adapt to new ways of working
throughout the reshaped organization. Getting IT
right requires a strong focus on people strategies,
transforming the business while maintaining an
engaged, motivated and appropriately skilled
workforce.

Automation is now a key pillar of any digital
transformation program. But what process
and functions should you automate first?
We can help you with get up to speed with
a Free IT audit review. We offer scripting, API
help and AI Agents.
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Remote AI + IT Services

What Are
Managed IT
Services?
Managed IT services are a series of solutions that is
delivered by an IT service provider that combines
flat-rate, unlimited IT service management for a
monthly fixed fee with the proactive monitoring of
IT workstations and infrastructure.

1. What Is The True Cost
Of Your IT?
2. We Can Do Better!

3. Sign On For Free IT Audit!

4. Stay If You Love Us!
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Remote AI + IT Services

Simplify
Operations

Is your network growing in both speed and
complexity? KOPYR can help you meet your availability
and performance goals while keeping tools and
network costs under control. Gain visibility and control
across your infrastructure- physical, virtual and cloud.
Build a more agile network, that’s ready for any digital
or cloud transformation initiative.

Your Data Has
Never Been
More Critical
Securing your data has never been more critical.
Complete, unified, network visibility is vital. You
cannot secure what you cannot see. Only KOPYR
gives you the complete network visibility you need.
Establish a strong cybersecurity defence for your
business before it’s too late!
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IT MUST
HAVES
To protect your business, you must implement a comprehensive
cybersecurity program that incorporates a robust combination of
equally advanced security strategies and solutions.
1. Install Antivirus and Anti-Malware
Equip all PCs and devices with AV/AM software to protect
against viruses, malware, spyware or other malicious code.

2. Patch Management
It is crucial to rapidly apply security patches and updates to
your systems and software to stay protected against
cyberthreats.
3. Secure VPN For Remote Access
Establish a virtual private network (VPN) to create secure
connections for remote systems and application access.

4. Perform Risk And Vulnerabilities Assessments
Routine audits of your network and IT Infrastructure will allow you to check for vulnerabilities and errors that pose
security risks.

Remote AI + IT Services

5. Monitor Your Network And Devices
Gain visibility and insight into the health and performance of
your network and devices and proactively scan for
anomalous activity or behavior.
6. Implement Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
MFA establishes stronger user identity authentication
protocols to better control and restrict unauthorized
access.
7. DNS/WEB Filtering
Implement tools to control, restrict and protect your
business against malicious or corrupted websites,
web servers and web applications.
8. Back Up Your Data
Protect and secure your data with regular, redundant
backups stored both on-site and off-site or in the cloud.

9. Documented Policies and Procedures
Establish comprehensive guidelines and instructions
regarding the utilization, protection and security of
your infrastructure and data.
10. Security Awareness Training
Humans are the weakest link in your security defense. A user
training program will educate and empower your employees
to be less vulnerable to cyberthreats.
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Remote AI + IT Services

Threat #6
Internet Of Things (IoT)

Threat #8
Ransomware

KOPYR 360 is an end to end IT package that can be
custom tailored for your business and budget. Cyber
Threats are evolving. Don’t get left behind, we can
help you with a free audit to stay on top of things.

Threat #5
Outdated Hardware

Threat #1
Social Engineering Attack
Threat #7
Deepfakes

Threat #4
Cloud Vulnerabilities

Threat #3
Third Party Exposure
Threat #2
Malicious Insiders
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Support Your
Remote Workers
24/7 With KOPYR

KOPYR 360° means working around the clock to
identify and prevent issues before they arise as major
problems. We provide peace of mind by monitoring
devices, servers, workstations while you sleep, and
keep you connected to your office while you work
from home.
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Remote AI + IT Services

The challenge is that companies
want to leverage automation
to handle email queries more
efficiently, and to deliver better
experiences for employees.

We can create a chat bot that
uses machine learning (ML) and
natural language processing
(NLP) techniques to provide fast,
accurate answers to basic queries.

24/7 AI Agents
Is The Future

The outcomes can reduce a response time from 48 hours to 5
minutes. It’s like having an extra
pair of arms

On average we reduce 60 hours
of manual effort every month, so
your team can focus on the
activities that matter most.
Find out more about how you can use AI
and automation to speed up business
processes.
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Industrial Inkjet

Cost Savings
We have the ability to take unique
customer requests. While you create
seasonal and timely pieces, we are there
locally to make sure you keep running
smooth.

Automation

INDUSTRIAL
INKJET

Quality and quantity, be the hero for your
customers and let us be your side kick.
Monitor the outcome of your materials and
we can make necessary adjustments in real
time.

Reduce Down Times
The introduction of industrial inkjet technology into
manufacturing environments has the potential to
make a revolutionary step to existing capabilities
with huge commercial benefits.

Contact us any time and anywhere. Our
team will work around the clock, so you reduce your down time, and stay on schedule.
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Industrial Inkjet

Reduce
Manufacturing
Costs
Industrial inkjet printing essentially means using inkjet
technology to print or deposit materials as part of the
manufacturing process of a product on a production
line. The introduction of industrial inkjet technology
into manufacturing environments has the potential to
make a revolutionary step to existing capabilities with
huge commercial benefits. An industrial inkjet printer
creates image by propelling droplets of ink onto
substrates. The continuous inkjet method is used for
making and coding of products and packages
especially for marking the mandatory / regulatory
information on the product.

Higher Output
Quality

The advantages of inkjet technology include the
ability to jet a very wide variety of fluids in a highly
controllable manner and the good reliability and
long life of the printheads. In summary injet for
applications such as ceramics, textiles, packaging and
product decoration is growing in market acceptance.
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Faster
Prototyping

It’s time to convert your processes from analogue
to digital. Inkjet is the way to go for mass
customization, and implementing concepts for
just-in-time manufacturing.

Industrial Inkjet
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Industrial 3D-Printing

For Single Step Manufacturers
Get expertise from engineers who
understand the process and help you
build a cutting edge business.

Flexible Customizations

INDUSTRIAL
3D PRINTING

Part by part we offer flexible plans that help
your team stay lean yet have an
unparalleled selection of materials and
processes.

Sustainability
3D printing has the potential to change everything and we’re at the forefront of the transformation. We
want to be your go to provider for Industrial 3D

The footprint of an industrial additive
manufacturing system is much smaller than
the footprint of a traditional manufacturing
site. We help you reduce your carbon
footprint by supplying you with a full 360°
service.
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End-to-end
Support

A great idea is nothing without the tools to
make it happen. That’s why we don’t stop
with the 3D printer itself. We also provide a
market leading choice of materials, smart
software integrations, and expert
consulting through our team.

Industrial 3D-Printing
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Industrial 3D-Printing

3D Printing Is
Revolutionising
The World
Many companies have embraced 3D
printing. Others have plans to introduce
the technology to replace traditional subtractive manufacturing. As a matter of fact,
recent research shows that over 70%
manufacturers have now adopted some
form of 3D printing.

Education

Toy Industry

Aerospace

Architecture

Automotive

Electronics

Healthcare

Defence
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Write Us A Review

“Great company to deal with. We’ve had good customer service over the years and Linda Tucker was very
knowledgeable when we first came on board and was
able to secure a good price for our organization. I highly recommend them.”
- Tracy Baker

OUR
TESTIMONIALS
Once you agree to our services, you’ll never want to
leave because our goal is to exceed EVERY client’s
expectations. How do we do that? Our employees are
highly trained and we track the service statistics that
mean the most to our customers.

“Excellent service and personal attention to details.
Know them for more that 12 years and consistently
pleased with their service.”
- Hussein Sheriff

“Terrific company. We have been working with them
for close to 20 years now. Great expertise and knowledgeable staff. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them
to anyone wanting Office MFPs or IT Services.”
- Penny Cosmos

We Love You
Email Us

Find Us : )

version 4.2

sales@kopyr.ca

For Sales

cares@kopyr.ca

For Copiers

it@kopyr.ca

For IT

ink@kopyr.ca

For Industrial Inkjet

3d@kopyr.ca

For Industrial 3D

services@kopyr.ca

For Services

#202, 8281-92 Street
Delta, BC
V4G-0A4

